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volume 2 of this set includes an outline of organ history external design and decoration
internal arrangement and mechanical systems acoustics more complete with illustrations tables
and specifications set includes 385 figures and 15 plates includes music this classic method
for beginners provides a brief history of the instrument an explanation of organ construction
a discussion of the various stops and their management a section devoted to practical study
and several pieces immigration wars industrial growth the availability of electricity the
popularity of orchestral music and the invention of the phonograph and of the player piano all
had a part in determining the course of american organ history louis vierne 1870 1937 a
student of c sar franck and charles marie widor was organist of the notre dame cathedral in
paris for 37 years until his death at the console during a recital widor s successor as the
organ s great french symphonist an assessment the passage of time has proved correct vierne s
music has remained in the repertoire of organists throughout the world never undergoing the
periodic eclipses experienced by his contemporaries vierne s autobiography mes souvenirs
originally published serially in the 1930s is here available in a profusely illustrated
extensively annotated english translation rollin smith s louis vierne organist of notre dame
cathedral is the first major study of the great organist of notre dame and includes chapters
on his american tour recordings contemporary reminiscences definitive textual corrections the
organ symphonies his death and succession and a thematic catalogue of his organ works in this
book ronald ebrecht has meticulously studied each of duruflé s works and put together the
first book to discuss in detail all of duruflé s music with encouragement from duruflé s
editor and the foundation established in his name ebrecht has compiled copious examples from
manuscript sources to be published for the first time along with the little known
contextualizing works of messiaen and barraine most widely known for his masterpiece requiem
the composer s orchestral gems are analyzed alongside his delightful miniature the
orchestration of the sicilienne the organ works which set the standard for virtuosity at
conservatories around the world are given new insightful and thorough evaluation by ebrecht
whose long association with late 19th and early 20th century france and french music affords
illuminating connections between duruflé and his predecessors and successors with sweeping
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insight and minute detail a technical volume on the construction of organs comprises an
alphabetically arranged detailing of the various components of organs their characteristics
and uses also includes a study of organ building divided into two parts organa britannica
provides in the first a short history a description of source material a detailed glossary of
terms indexes of short and long biographies on organ builders and groups of organ builders and
a classification of species of organ cases by type the second part provides a detailed
inventory of early british organs organized geographically illustrated marcel dupré s career
as an organist spanned the first seven decades of the 20th century and took him all over
europe north america and australasia he delighted vastaudiences wherever he played and
attracted large numbers of enthusiastic students for whom his church of st sulpice in paris
and his home at meudon were their musical mecca dupré had a profound influence on a host of
musicians who sought his guidance and as a composer for the organ his place in the historical
line of j s bach the couperins césar franck widor and vierne is assured graham steed is
recognized for his skilled and musicianly advocacy of dupré s compositions and he brings a
keen and discerning intelligence to his analyses volume 1 of this set includes an outline of
organ history external design and decoration internal arrangement and mechanical systems
acoustics more complete with illustrations tables and specifications set includes 385 figures
and 15 plates
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The Organ 1870 volume 2 of this set includes an outline of organ history external design and
decoration internal arrangement and mechanical systems acoustics more complete with
illustrations tables and specifications set includes 385 figures and 15 plates
The Art of Organ Building, Vol. 2 2013-08-08 includes music
The Organ, Its History and Construction 1855 this classic method for beginners provides a
brief history of the instrument an explanation of organ construction a discussion of the
various stops and their management a section devoted to practical study and several pieces
The Harmonicon 1826 immigration wars industrial growth the availability of electricity the
popularity of orchestral music and the invention of the phonograph and of the player piano all
had a part in determining the course of american organ history
A Register of the Presidents, Fellows, Demies, Instructors in Grammar and in Music, Chaplains,
Clerks, Choristers, and Other Members of Saint Mary Magdalen College in the University of
Oxford, from the Foundation of the College to the Present Time: Chaplains, clerks, and
organists 1857 louis vierne 1870 1937 a student of c sar franck and charles marie widor was
organist of the notre dame cathedral in paris for 37 years until his death at the console
during a recital widor s successor as the organ s great french symphonist an assessment the
passage of time has proved correct vierne s music has remained in the repertoire of organists
throughout the world never undergoing the periodic eclipses experienced by his contemporaries
vierne s autobiography mes souvenirs originally published serially in the 1930s is here
available in a profusely illustrated extensively annotated english translation rollin smith s
louis vierne organist of notre dame cathedral is the first major study of the great organist
of notre dame and includes chapters on his american tour recordings contemporary reminiscences
definitive textual corrections the organ symphonies his death and succession and a thematic
catalogue of his organ works
Catechism of the organ 1865 in this book ronald ebrecht has meticulously studied each of
duruflé s works and put together the first book to discuss in detail all of duruflé s music
with encouragement from duruflé s editor and the foundation established in his name ebrecht
has compiled copious examples from manuscript sources to be published for the first time along
with the little known contextualizing works of messiaen and barraine most widely known for his
masterpiece requiem the composer s orchestral gems are analyzed alongside his delightful
miniature the orchestration of the sicilienne the organ works which set the standard for
virtuosity at conservatories around the world are given new insightful and thorough evaluation
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by ebrecht whose long association with late 19th and early 20th century france and french
music affords illuminating connections between duruflé and his predecessors and successors
with sweeping insight and minute detail
The Musical World 1855 a technical volume on the construction of organs comprises an
alphabetically arranged detailing of the various components of organs their characteristics
and uses also includes a study of organ building
The Organ 1884 divided into two parts organa britannica provides in the first a short history
a description of source material a detailed glossary of terms indexes of short and long
biographies on organ builders and groups of organ builders and a classification of species of
organ cases by type the second part provides a detailed inventory of early british organs
organized geographically illustrated
Frank Leslie's Sunday Magazine 1886 marcel dupré s career as an organist spanned the first
seven decades of the 20th century and took him all over europe north america and australasia
he delighted vastaudiences wherever he played and attracted large numbers of enthusiastic
students for whom his church of st sulpice in paris and his home at meudon were their musical
mecca dupré had a profound influence on a host of musicians who sought his guidance and as a
composer for the organ his place in the historical line of j s bach the couperins césar franck
widor and vierne is assured graham steed is recognized for his skilled and musicianly advocacy
of dupré s compositions and he brings a keen and discerning intelligence to his analyses
Complete organ method 2003-01-01 volume 1 of this set includes an outline of organ history
external design and decoration internal arrangement and mechanical systems acoustics more
complete with illustrations tables and specifications set includes 385 figures and 15 plates
The Organ, its history and construction: a comprehensive treatise on the structure and
capabilities of the Organ, with specifications and suggestive details for instruments of all
sizes, intended as Handbook for the Organist and the amateur 1855
The Organ and Its Construction 1852
Henry Smart 1881
Third Edition of J. A. Hamilton's Catechism of the Organ with An Historical Introduction, and
a list and Description of the principal organs in Great Britain, Ireland, Germany, France, and
Switzerland the whole revised, corrected, and much enlarged by Joseph Warren 1851
The History of the Organ in the United States 1988-08-22
Louis Vierne 1999
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Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians 1911
Duruflé's Music Considered 2020-10-16
Organs and Tuning 1898
Organ Registration 1919
Revival: Dictionary of the Organ (1914) 2018-12-20
A Dictionary of Music and Musicians 1879
A Dictionary of Music and Musicians 1940
Barrel Organ 1978
Organa Britannica 1983
Musical News 1898
A Dictionary of Music and Musicians (A.D. 1450-1889) 1890
A Descriptive Account of the Great Organ, Built by Herr Schulze, for the Parish Church,
Doncaster 1862
The Organ Works of Marcel Dupré 1999
Organs and Tuning, a Practical Handbook for Organist 1911
The Art of Organ Building, Vol. 1 2013-08-08
A Dictionary of Music and Musicians (A.D. 1450-1889) by Eminent Writers, English and Foreign
1880
English Mechanic and Mirror of Science and Art 1889
English Mechanic and Mirror of Science 1884
The Crystal palace magazine 1857 1857
The Organ : its history and construction. 3. Appendix 1987
Catalogue of the Crosby Brown Collection of Musical Instruments of All Nations 1907
Catalogue of the Crosby Brown Collection of Musical Instruments of All Nations 1904
Catalogue of the Crosby Brown Collection of Musical Instruments of All Nations 1905
Handbook ... 1905
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